Accepting Cookies

Mozilla Firefox is the preferred browser for Starfish. In order for Starfish to work properly, it is a requirement that cookies be enabled on your browser. The two ways to accomplish this are depicted below. Contact starfish@uncg.edu for questions or concerns about Starfish.

The first way to enable cookies is to follow these steps:

* Click on Firefox
* Click on Options
* Click on Privacy
* Make sure that both boxes for “Accept cookies from sites” and the “Accept third-party cookies” are checked
* Click OK

Some people prefer to avoid allowing cookies from all third-party sites. In this case, there is a second option:

* Click on Firefox
* Click on Options
* Click on Privacy
* Make sure that only the “Accept cookies from sites” box is checked, leaving the second box unchecked
* Click Exceptions
* In the address box, enter uncg.starfishsolutions.com
* Click Allow
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